65 Outstanding Works
Eastern-Ecclesiastical Art
Switzerland’s only museum of icons is located in the town
of Lenzburg. Sixty-four outstanding sacred images of Russian
origin are on display.
Images of Christ, his life and scenes of the Passion, different
portrayal types of the Mother of God and icons of saints show
a wide range of themes from Eastern Church art.
A film introduction explains the origin and meaning of the icons.
In the art studio, a step-by-step demonstration, using quality
natural materials illustrates how the images in all their unique
richness of colour were created.
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Russian Sacred Images

Icon
Museum

•	
Mother of God of Vladimir
(Andrej Fedorov, 1651/52)

•	
Great Martyr George and Saints
(Metal icon, first half 19th c.)

The “Vladimirskaya” belongs to the type of
depiction known as “Mother of God of Mercy”
and “Mother of God of Tenderness”. Throughout the centuries it has been revered as a
miraculous image of mercy and the protector
of Russia. Particularly remarkable are the
white-dotted headscarf styled like a pearl riza
and the ornamentation of the nimbuses
and the crown, expressions of gratitude and
reverence.
See picture on front.

In both the East and the West, George’s fight
with the dragon symbolises triumph over evil.
The cast-metal icon depicts George’s victory
over the dragon in its customary form.
The image is however restricted to the dragon,
the horse and George. Christ's hand is raised
in blessing in the heavenly quadrant.
The 18 medallions show angels, apostles,
church fathers, martyrs and monks.

•	
Tryptich with all the Celebrations
of the Church Year (18th c.)
In the main parts of the icon there are nine
registers with the saint and feast days of the
church year, which in the Byzantine tradition
begins on September 1. The left wing lists the
first three months (September to November),
the middle section covers December to May
and the right wing June to August.

•	
Prophet Elija’s Fiery Assumption
(circa 1800)

•	
Saviour among the Heavenly
Powers (Christ in Majesty),
(early 18th c.)
The triptych shows Christ as Pantocrator,
as ruler of the world. Sitting frontally and
majestically on a throne, he holds the opened
Book of Gospels in his left hand, his right hand
is raised in blessing. The other figures are
leaning towards him. The “Gloriole”, structured
like a Mandala by a circle and a rectangle,
symbolizes the “sphere” of divine glory (gloria).

Elijah is a popular patron saint against lightning, drought and storms and in Russia he
all but replaced the pagan weather god Perun.
He spectacularly displays his power over
the element of fire: four fiery, winged horses,
reined in by an angel, pulling a chariot of fire
up to heaven in a whirlwind. He leaves his
disciple Elisha the prophet’s mantle.

The Icon Collection of
the Burghalde Museum
was donated by Professor
Dr. med. Urs Peter Haemmerli
(1926 – 2012), member of a
long-established Lenzburg
family.
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